"Cambridge is proud of our proven CN performance in the critical fight against illicit drug trafficking and narco-terrorism activities. The opportunity to bolster a host nation’s capabilities so that local forces can operate more effectively is the goal upon which our company was founded. This work is the core of who we are as a company and we look forward to more opportunities to advance the CN mission globally."

- Elizabeth Germanos Buker, General Manager

For more than 26 years, Cambridge has continuously supported the counternarcotics (CN) mission area across numerous agencies and organizations. It is our most robust area of domain expertise, dating back to our first major contract in 1995 for the design and build of a satellite earth station in Bogota, Colombia—a system designed to detect and monitor narcotics trafficking. From there, Cambridge has continued to deepen our CN experience, expand our footprint, and invest in our ability to deliver on CN mission requirements.

Supporting the Critical Fight Against Illicit Drug Trafficking and Narco-terrorism Activities

Cambridge has worked in 55 countries on 6 continents, applying the international sensibility to problem solving that today’s interconnected world of threats and alliances demands. Every day, we support the ability of the U.S. and partner nations (PNs) to detect, deter, disrupt, and degrade threats posed by transnational crime through:

- Aviation Services
- Logistics Solutions
- Radar Systems
- Training
Cambridge is committed to delivering mission-specific solutions to U.S. allies and PNs. Our subject matter experts provide capacity-building training and hands-on mentorship to enhance PN defense capabilities, as well as flexible, adaptive solutions to modernize air fleets. Our services include efficient logistics support, native-level monitoring and translation services, information operations, aviation fleet maintenance and training, and border surveillance system design and integration.

Counter-Narcotics and Global Threats (CN&GT) Program Support

As a Prime contractor on the CN&GT program, Cambridge supports the commands, bureaus, agencies, and PNs that oppose global organized crime. The mission area is diverse but connected, from traditional CN and maritime border defense to air domain awareness and cyberspace security. As the challenges increase in complexity and intensity on multiple fronts, Cambridge draws on our extensive CN mission experience and global footprint to deliver solutions that optimize operational readiness, support strategic decision making, and enhance visibility across organizations and agencies.

Cambridge has been with this program since it began. We were an active subcontractor on CN&GT’s predecessor, the Counter Narco-Terrorism Program Office (CNTPO) contract, from its inception in 2007 through its transition to CN&GT in 2016, when we won a Prime seat on the CN&GT Operations and Logistics Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract. Cambridge has been awarded 10 task orders thus far on CN&GT, performing across the Combatant Commands (CCMDs) in all functional areas.